The present study analyzes the appearance of Bishop Paul of Zagreb in various sources, ranging from royal charters and other documents to later medieval chronicles. The purpose is to observe how medieval authors constructed their past and how their writings were used by subsequent historians. The first part surveys Paul's diplomatic activities in advancing the rebellion against the Hungarian royal court within the kingdom and outside of it. The second part investigates how the institutional context of the royal court in which the sources were written shaped the way in which the memory of Paul's participation in the rebellion was formed. As no sources which Paul himself wrote were preserved and the rebellion turned out to be unsuccessful, it was the royal narrative which influenced and defined the later image of Bishop Paul.
Paul originated from the family of Horvati, whose members obtained important positions during the reign of the Angevin dynasty. 1 He was the provost in the bishopric of Várad before being appointed as the bishop of Csanád in January 1377. 2 The higher clergy of the Angevin period had close contacts with the royal court, and Louis the Great (1342-82) in particular influenced the Apostolic See to have royally preferred candidates appointed as bishops, which led to Paul' s appointment as the bishop of Zagreb (1379). 3 This bishopric was a good starting point for the ecclesiastical and political career of a prelate, particularly one with good education, noble origins and connections with the royal court. Under the Angevin dynasty the bishops Paul decided to associate himself with the interests of those who opposed the rule of Queen Mary (r.1382-95), her advisors and her husband Sigismund of Luxemburg (r.1387-1437) in favor of the Neapolitan branch of the Angevin. Thus, he linked his fate with the success of the Angevin claim on the throne of Hungary-Croatia. 6 The aim of this paper is to analyze Paul' s political activities, but also to explore Paul' s appearance in sources, which ranged from royal charters and other documents to later medieval chronicles. Known sources about Paul cannot be observed separately from understanding the reason for preservation of certain types of sources, how events and processes in them were depicted and how these sources came to shape the way we think about the past. 7 First, I will analyze Paul' s involvement in the rebellion by observing his communication and interaction with, mostly, the Neapolitan court.
Subsequently, since his role was interpreted differently in different sources, 8 these texts themselves require careful consideration of the institutional context in which they were written, as well as understanding of authors' own political goals which dictated the manner in which Paul, his rebellion and the individuals around him were remembered. In Paul' s case, the victors dictated the memory, what would be remembered or, more generally, forgotten as these records are accessed and interpreted by future generations. 9 While working at the Hungarian royal court, John Thuróczy (1435-89) 10 finished his Chronicle depicting the history of Hungary. 11 In his narrative about the events of the 1380s and why in 1385 King Charles of Naples (1345-86) decided to claim the crown of Hungary-Croatia, the author assigned 6 Queen-Mother Elisabeth and Palatine Nicholas Gorjanski wielded much influence on the reign of underage Queen Mary. For the general overview of the period, see: Pál Engel, The heavy-handed approach by the queen mother and the palatine caused widespread dissatisfaction among the major barons. 16 Nevertheless, for a short time the court and the discontented barons were able to reconcile their differences. At a meeting held in Požega in May 1385 the baronial party, calling itself the league (liga), 17 which included all the Horvati brothers and other influential prelates and barons, vowed allegiance to the court. 18 Paul' s name with his title was listed among the first in the charter of the baronial league, suggesting the significance given to Paul based on his origins, the importance of his family and the prestige of his position as the bishop.
Paul' s political and diplomatic activities did not receive adequate attention in the historiography, as his role was usually deemed less important than the military operations. 19 The reason for this certainly rests with the available sources, which is discussed in more detail later, 22 As previously mentioned, Thomas was sent in 1383 alongside John Horvati with an army court. The envoys were greeted personally by King Ladislas, which points to the importance of having a person of high status delivering messages, as a well-connected prelate was trusted more than a simple envoy. Ladislas revealed that a certain amount of different information was available to the court, clouding the court' s perception of what had transpired regarding the assassination of Charles, and that Paul' s report had clarified the events. The king' s words point to the fact that this was Paul' s first visit to Naples since 1385 and that the bishop' s account was trusted, which would then influence the court' s knowledge and its next steps. 23 Paul' s trip by the end of 1388 attracted considerable attention from local powers. When returning from Naples in January 1389 he was caught in a storm and imprisoned by Tomas Sanseverino, leader of the rebellion against Ladislas and Margaret. 24 Sanseverino took a letter from Paul who received it from Margaret, which was then delivered by the Venetians to Buda. 25 Following the news of Paul' s capture, the Great Council of Dubrovnik planned to send ambassadors to the rebels in Crotone in Apulia to inform them that Sigismund had promised a reward to anybody who would capture Paul. While the original plan was cancelled in favour of sending another mission directly to Apulia to talk to the rebels against Ladislas this news would point to the fact that Sigismund considered Paul as a great threat. 26 Between January and April Dubrovnik' s Council itself invested time, money and men in apprehending Paul, which would suggest that he had escaped, but the effects of their activities are unknown. 27 The Venetians were also actively trying to stop attempts by the Angevins to connect with the rebels in Croatia, as in 1387 when they rescued Mary from her captivity or in 1388 when they persuaded Genoa not to offer Queen Margaret to transfer herself and her to help Charles keep Naples, while during the 1370s Charles ruled as the ban of Croatia-Dalmatia from Zadar. 23 The major group of sources which shaped the memory of Paul and the events surrounding, which passed on to the next generations, were the royal charters and the chronicles. 35 In charters the narrative part (narratio) details successes and merits of the endowed person by depicting events and involvement of the donated person, but it also carries an element of legitimizing propagandistic and political goals of the donor, the ruler, and the endowed person. 36 The way charters have been used to construct the ideal past became evident already in the fourteenth century with the arrival of the Angevins, who inserted certain elements in the story, sanctioning their ascension to the throne. 37 These charters therefore created social knowledge by promoting an officially sanctioned memory, keeping it in one centralized place and helping endowed families to write down their family memory. With the use of charters in official situations, this knowledge was communicated through generations and thus collective memory was preserved. 38 were not confiscated. 44 Klaić, Povijest Hrvata, II, 242-3. The unrest intensified after the nobility asked the queens to confirm the Golden Bull, which was done in June 1384, and to convene the general assembly of the kingdom, which the queens promised to do, but failed to keep their promise. her mother and subjugation of the southern parts of the kingdom, are aimed at all the rebels. 45 While the brothers were fighting, they were provided with soldiers by Paul, who is accused of squandering the properties of his diocese in order to raise mercenaries for the rebellion. 46 Shortly after being liberated from her captivity, Mary met Lorenzo benevolent ruler who would not threaten Venice in any way. 53 Monaci' s poem favors thematic structuring rather than a chronological one. 54 The author also wrote about the people involved in the rebellion. The poem states that King Louis bestowed the four Horvati brothers with high honors, yet they employed their skills for the benefit of the king of Naples. 55 Among the brothers, only Bishop Paul receives more attention in the form of contempt from the author. 56 Paul exceeds his brothers in cruelty and he is the leader and -evoking Mary' s words -the instigator of all evil that had befallen the kingdom. 57 Monaci also depicts Paul' s mission to Naples and the success he had in persuading Charles to claim the throne of Hungary. The author probably knew this information from official Venetian documents, and this knowledge was later passed onto Thuróczy, who constructed an entire narrative around Paul' s voyage to Naples.
One thing to note here is that Monaci does not provide much information on the actual actions of the Horvati brothers, actions which would then require verification in other sources, but instead provides us with the opinion of the author on Bishop Paul and his brother. I believe that here we do not read solely about Lorenzo' s "concern with Italian public," 58 but it is more probable that Queen Mary' s and her inner circle' s opinions influenced
Monaci' s depiction of the rebels. In both the royal charter and in the Venetian poem the bishop of Zagreb becomes the key enemy of Mary' s reign who was viewed as the main architect of the rebellion. All the Horvati brothers are mentioned but usually in the context of their relationship with Paul. The strange aspect is the fact that Mary herself did not emphasize in the royal charter that Ban John Horvati killed her mother, an element which is present in later chronicles and in modern historiography, but instead portrays Paul as the main villain in the rebellion. Mary' s approach can be discerned through details she offers in her own charter: her desire was to leave a full account of what had transpired for future generations. 59 While the verses deal with 53 Ferenczi, Poetry, 5; Marianne Sághy, "Aspects of Female Rulership in Late Medieval Literature: The Queens' Reign in Angevin Hungary," East Central Europe 20/23 (1993 Europe 20/23 ( -1996 : 78. 54 Ferenczi, Poetry, 9. 55 reading the royal charters which were preserved in the archive to which he had access. His narrative after 1386 was structured around and heavily relied on the available royal charters 63 into which he inserted stories which he appropriated from other chroniclers. 64 This meant that he did not strive for asked that her story be preserved for posterity as "old age destroys everything; no thing has such greatness that should not decay [even] in one' s youth, unless it is taken under the protection of the written word." Ferenczi, Poetry, 58. There are similarities in these phrases to a certain type of arengas, also referring to oblivio/memoria. 60 interconnected with the way in which Paul' s actions were remembered and how this memory was written and passed down to our time. Paul did not leave us any sources written by himself, and very few came from the circles close to him. Instead, we are left with sources coming from power centers of various geographical origins whose authors had different relationships towards Paul, usually considering him an enemy, which in turn influenced how Paul' s actions were described. A similar case is the situation with Hungarian royal charters, which reflect the changed political alignments in the court and of the royal agenda. These charters had a profound influence on the creation of later chronicles, which, in turn, influenced later historians who would fully incorporate the narrative from the chronicles, while rarely questioning it. When all the sources and opinions are gathered together, we are left with Paul Horvati, a member of the nobility, who rose to power thanks to royal support. Paul' s eloquence and qualities persuaded Charles to take the throne, the nobility to support the rebellion, and also to maintain communication between the rebel barons and the Neapolitan Angevins. He put his knowledge and skills into the service of his family, the royal dynasty 71 Krčelić, Povijest, 168. This narrative was then fully adopted, without further inquiry, in Dobronić, " Biskup Pavao," 146. 72 For instance, the previously mentioned Andrea Gatari, the fifteenth century chronicler from Padua, left his own account of the events during the revolt against Queen Mary and King Sigismund. According to Gatari, Mary had a considerable role in suppressing the revolt, even riding into battle against Ban John Horvati, defeating him and having him executed as revenge for her mother' s murder, while Sigismund was not informed about it and was unhappy with the execution. The story is in some instances similar to Thuróczy' s version, which raises interesting questions about the connections between Gatari' s and Thuróczy' s accounts. Gatari, "Chronicon Patavinum," 594-6. Also, another concurrent chronicle, Chronicon Siculum, dating to late fourteenth or early fifteenth century, left an account in which Bishop Paul was depicted as a rather ruthless individual. According to this chronicle Paul sent severed heads of Gorjanski and his partisans to Naples. This view was accepted by the older historiography. Antal Pór, "Kis Károly és Erzsébet utolsó évei," Századok (1896): 147: quotes Giuseppe Blasiis, ed., Chronicon Siculum Incerti Authoris (Naples: Giannini, 1887); for instance, Bálint Hóman, Gli Angioni di Napoli in Ungheria (Rome: Reale Accademia d'Italia, 1938), 471, and Šišić, Vojvoda, 51, uses the information without discussing its credibility.
he favored for the throne, and the rebellion. The memory of Paul was sealed by the fact that he and his family ended up on the losing side. This in return influenced the sources which were preserved and the interpretation of Paul' s activities.
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